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ABSTRACT  
 The purpose of this action research was to study my growth as a teacher by documenting 
my progress throughout the student teaching experience. The main goal I want to give to students 
is the tools and knowledge they need to succeed throughout their lives. For me to do this I need 
to continue to find new strategies and instructional tools that motivate students to take control of 
their learning, and specifically their physical and mental health. When you focus your attention 
on the social, emotional, mental, physical, and cognitive development of a student it creates an 
emotionally safe environment that provides personalized learning for each student. Through the 
whole child philosophy instructional strategies such as differentiation, scaffolding and providing 
autonomy helps focus on students' strengths to promote a positive learning environment. Three 
specific research questions are presented and then analyzed through various data sources 
including lesson plans, personal journal, and reflective conversations with my mentoring and 
supervising teachers. The three research questions are (1) How has my instruction grown to be 
more student-centered? 2) How has my instruction become more differentiated?, and (3) How 
can I document my readiness to use music; specifically hip-hop in the classroom?.  
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CHAPTER 1 
PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION 
 
 
What kind of teacher I want to be is a question I will be asked and think about constantly 
as I continue my career as an educator. It is my goal to be an effective teacher whose passion for 
teaching is apparent and undeniable. It is my intention to build a rapport with each of the students 
in order to provide them with the tools to be successful not only in my classroom, but also as 
contributing members of society. As an educator I have the ability to shape and mold their minds 
in a positive way that will help them make the right choices in living a productive and healthy 
life. A majority of children are simply not informed, and have no sense of control when making 
decisions, which is important in a developing adolescent brain. My purpose of educating students 
is far beyond if they are able to shoot a basketball correctly or remember which food is a fruit or 
vegetable. Of course, these are things I want my students to understand, but to me it is more 
important that they gain this understanding through self-exploration and experience.  
 The education field is so challenging and constantly evolving with new theories and 
objectives often changing along with them. In order for me to adapt and be the best teacher I can 
be, I need to be able to reflect and think critically on my teaching and ways that I can become 
better. There is no limit to the amount of knowledge I can learn, nobody will ever know it all or 
have it figured out. This is why it is important that I connect with my colleagues and other 
professional organizations to continue evolving as a teacher. It is equally important that I am able 
to take feedback so that I can improve my teaching. I think this is one aspect of teaching that 
most teachers struggle with.  
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 The number one reason why I got into the professional field of teaching was not because 
it is one of the most rewarding jobs but rather to instill more than just physical education and 
health knowledge. Physical education not only teaches students physical literacy, it also helps 
students develop skills in the three domains of learning and health related fitness (psychomotor, 
cognitive, and affective). It is my intention to create well-rounded individuals who are able to 
make healthier lifelong decisions that will improve their quality of life. When we provide 
students with a quality, student centered physical education; it provides them with a great number 
of important learning experiences that cannot be duplicated in the classroom.  
Environment 
I am a firm believer that just like in life, the class environment plays a huge role in how a 
person will make the right choices in order to be successful and motivated to achieve their goals. 
Now just because something may work for me in my content area does not mean it will be 
successful in another classroom. In both Physical Education and health, using a safe and friendly 
environment where students can express themselves freely to try new activities without the fear 
of rejection or failure is the beginning of any school setting. This is what Maslow's hierarchy of 
needs explains at a fundamental level, students need to feel a sense of belonging and security in 
order to open up and feel connected. This will allow students to feel comfortable amongst their 
peers and create an effective group discussion and collaboration. Darling-Hammond and DePaoli 
(2020) state, “Building environments in which learners feel valued and supported requires 
educators to know a great deal about children’s developmental pathways and progressions in all 
areas—social, emotional, cognitive, academic, physical, and psychological—and how to support 
development in each domain” (p. 8). My environment and instruction are about teaching to the 
whole student as an individual and not to the classroom by understanding their readiness, interest, 
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and learning profile in order to provide them with quality lesson plans. Another important aspect 
that I have come to learn is that my environment should never be catered towards the athletes. 
Speaking from my own experience as a high school, college and professional athlete I have seen 
the ramifications it can cause when teachers do this. This is not setting students up for success or 
developing a desire to be active and lifelong movers for your students. I can personally say that 
as I was going through middle school and high school all of our physical education classes were 
set up for athletes by the environment and structure of the curriculum. This resulted in a majority 
of students developing a very strong dislike for physical activity and never seeing the benefits it 
created in other areas of their life.  
Learning Through Educational Theories 
As I have continued to expand my knowledge and growth as an educator it is important to 
be aware of different learning theories that can help achieve student motivation and success. The 
teacher needs to have expectations and a curriculum that is structured around the Society of 
Health and Physical Educators Standards where students can be assessed and see their 
progression. 
There are many Theories and strategies that can be applied and used to support student 
learning. The example that I will provide next will be theories and strategies I will use in order to 
be an effective teacher. When becoming a future physical educator, it is important that teachers 
understand different ways to challenge children in order to help them bring out their own sense of 
motivation. One of the ways I plan to achieve student success is by implementing Self- 
Determination Theory where human beings are motivated through forms of intrinsic motivation.  
It is imperative that students feel they are capable of doing an activity, have a sense of choice, 
and building wholesome relationships with their peers and teacher. The four components of SDT 
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theory, a child is provided with a feeling of competence, has a choice over their own learning, 
and sees progression in an activity, creating an increase in motivation and enjoyment. This is 
referred to as the C.A.R.E. model, The C stands for Competence, A for Autonomy, R for 
relationships, and E for enjoyment.  
Social Cognitive theory is a perspective where students learn by both behavioral and 
cognitive changes, depending on how the learning is occurring. (Ormrod, 2020,) States, “People 
can learn by observing others’ behaviors and the consequences that result.” So much of the 
learning for students through physical education is from observing, trial and error, and 
cooperative activities. I know personally, throughout my life, I have learned more from observing 
others than any other way. This aspect of social cognitive theory is important to understand 
because we as educators need to not only model the desired behavior for our students, but also 
provide an environment where they understand what is expected. For example, if a student is not 
clear on how to properly strike the ball in a game of pickle ball this is where behavioral theory 
comes into play, by simply watching others and collaborating with classmates they are able to 
imitate this manipulative skill in order to effectively hit the ball. Furthermore, Cognitive theory 
needs to have a change in their behavior. For example, if a student is being disruptive and sees 
another student getting into trouble for the same behavior, the student would then recognize that 
their behavior needs to be changed and do so. The student is now making a conscious decision to 
change their behavior thus demonstrating a change.   
These are a couple of the theories that I will incorporate into my classroom as a way to 
motivate and build confidence in my students. However, these theories cannot be successful if I 
do not have strategies throughout my instruction and curriculum. I plan on scaffolding material so 
that students are able to draw connections between different lessons that will allow for the 
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retention of material and ultimately an increase in achievement. It is equally important that I 
differentiate my instruction for a variety of learning styles, making sure to not teach one way 
(kinesthetic) and being open to the use of auditory and visual aids. As we further the development 
of technology it is crucial that I find ways to improve student interaction and engagement through 
the use of assistive technology. Tomlinson (2020) says, “a classroom that honors and adapts to 
the learner variation while building a team of learners who work together to benefit outcomes for 
the group and each of its members around the curriculum that is designed to be relevant and 
engaging to young people” (p. 13). So much of society and children in today's world rely on 
using an iPhone or iPad on a daily basis, it would not be smart of me to not try and integrate it in 
some way. All of these strategies and theories will not be successful unless I am able to 
understand students' learning profiles and provide an environment where collaboration and 
cooperative learning is the centerpiece of my classroom.  
Teaching with Social Justice  
Although I agree in a judgment free environment, when you have students in a class it is 
not feasible to expect a judgment free environment. It would be more efficient to speak about 
mitigating judgement through appropriate classroom management with a focus on social justice. 
One way I plan to do this is by being a culturally responsive teacher where the differences we all 
share are celebrated. This means to me that I am creating a space where all students, parents, and 
other school staff are valued and accepted for who they are. There needs to be security that 
promotes mutual respect amongst everyone inside the school. Administrators, teachers, parents, 
and students should all feel free to have open communication that is founded on trust in order to 
achieve the same goal or vision. As an educator it is important to me that I am aware of the 
diversity of my students and their cultural background and how it affects their learning. 
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Depending on particular beliefs or the way a student was raised could have an impact on the 
things they were exposed to both good and bad. I need to find ways that I can overcome these 
obstacles so that every child can succeed.  
School districts 
Throughout my professional career as an educator, it is my plan to work with the school 
district and get involved within the community. I believe this will enrich the lives of my students 
and increase their academic success. Of course, I will have to follow the rules and regulations 
school board members have set for me as a teacher, however, I believe there is always room for 
improvement where by collaborating with parents and legislators we can improve the educational 
structure so that students are being served in the best possible manner. I will be an advocate for 
speaking up about innovative ways or ideas to better serve our students within the school. This 
means I will speak up and attend school board meetings whenever possible so that I am aware of 
obstacles or implications that may occur inside and outside of the school. To me I will still be a 
student when I am a teacher because of my optimistic attitude and drive to always become better.  
Educational System  
I believe the ideologies and influences of the school system have shaped and set students 
up for some type of failure. We have not provided them with the resources, tools, and 
understanding of what a young child should be considering as they are growing into young 
adults. The structure of the school is like a prison with the way the school is built, to the time 
they are supposed to leave class with the sound of a bell. My stance is to take an unorthodox 
approach or what is considered to be “New PE” to eliminate the consequences of hierarchy and 
give my students a better understanding of the world around them. There are certainly a lot of 
issues around discipline and punishment within the school system. It is my job to educate 
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colleagues on the consequences of using punishment every time, where just by simply talking 
with the student and educating them to make the right decision next time will go a long way. 
There is most certainly a difference between punishment and discipline and majorities of the time 
administrators or people in charge of behavior are more inclined to use punishment. This is 
something I will not stand for because I understand the repercussions and mental consequences 
that child will endure after.   
Ethical Teacher and Laws within the School System  
It is my duty and responsibility to be aware of the school system's obligation to provide 
no harm to a student by creating a positive atmosphere and moral framework so that both the 
school and students can pursue quality education. I plan on adhering to the districts and legal 
laws that all educators should follow and never let become a problem. Depending on the course, I 
will need to pay close attention to what is acceptable to talk about during class discussions.  
Conclusion 
 For this Action Research Project there are three goals I intend to address: (1) How has my 
instruction grown to be more student-centered? (2) How has my instruction become more 
differentiated? and (3) How can I document my readiness to use music; specifically hip-hop in 
the classroom?  
  





Procedures for the Literature Review 
My literature for this review was grounded on building an inclusive environment and the 
development of the whole child to develop life-long skills. For these sub-sections, I initially 
searched the collection of my textbooks and previous courses in the MAT program for articles 
that met the specific criteria listed above, along with searching for articles through the EBSCO 
database of the Hamersley Library at Western Oregon University. After finding these books and 
articles, I hand-searched their reference lists as sources to find additional related articles and 
books. My purpose of this literature review is to discover how teachers and researchers have 
looked at teacher preparation to have an effective whole child philosophy in the classroom 
including physical education. I was interested in a student-centered approach that developed the 
whole child because of a positive and personal experience I had throughout the Physical 
Education Teaching Education program. I will look at different strategies that will improve 
students' motivation and engagement within the classroom. I also looked more at the impact of 
developing character traits of an individual and how that positively motivated students towards 
higher academic achievement. I believe these topics are closely related. If I want to become an 
effective teacher, I need to be aware of my students' cultural identity and how they specifically 
learn to effectively be successful. This will support their growth not only in the classroom but 
will contribute to their success in society.  Throughout my personal experience, my motivation to 
do better in the classroom became increasingly strong which has sparked my interest for these 
particular topics. Procedures to study the topic of student-centered instruction, I selected 
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literature based on several criteria. Research on the whole child approach was included if it 
contained: Inclusive environment, differentiation, diversity and Student-Centered approach. This 
search yielded one hundred and seven-six articles. In order to narrow my findings and make them 
more specific to this research project, I then focused my review on articles that discussed Social-
Emotional learning, scaffolding, autonomy, scaffolding, Culturally responsive teaching,  and the 
effects of music on brain stimulation. This search included articles in peer reviewed journals 
published between 1999-2020 This literature review will help you understand the best used 
practices through theories and instructional strategies for the development of the whole child. 
Researcher Identity  
 The personal connection I have to this research study is profoundly deep and was 
something I wanted to look further at so that I would be able to provide students with the proper 
development that would help them beyond academics.  As a person who grew up in a time where 
traditional teaching was what everyone did, In retrospect, I now see the impact that it has had on 
my life. A majority of the time what I experienced going to school was the same every day with 
no clear understanding of the application to life, this is something I am very passionate about 
changing for future students. If I did not come back to Western Oregon University I would have 
never been able to experience the spiritual growth that I have had over the course of the PETE 
and MAT program.  
Research Studies 
 This research study combined strands of complementary research literature, centered on 
the sub-themes. First, I discuss the whole child development, differentiation, and culturally 
responsive pedagogy 1. Second, I consider research on autonomy, scaffolding, and social and 
emotional learning because these are instructional strategies that help assist in the development of 
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the whole child and building an inclusive environment. Finally, I looked at research on the effects 
of music on increasing engagement because research has shown different types of music have 
significant increases on students' intensity levels when participating in physical education.   
Purposes and Objectives for the Literature Review 
Theme 1 - Whole child, Differentiation, and Culturally Responsive Teaching  
 You might be wondering what I mean by developing the “whole child” or using a student-
centered approach rather than the traditional way where lecturing is the only instructional model 
used. Yes, it is easier to stand there and lecture for the lesson, however, when you focus your 
attention on the social, emotional, mental, physical, and cognitive development of your students, 
the effect on them as an individual is everlasting. “Social, emotional, and mental health are more 
often being viewed as essential to establishing well-being and in conjunction with physical health 
are critical components in maximizing both educational outcomes and personal development” 
(Slade, Sean & Griffith, 2013, p.28). The use of a student-centered approach provides students 
with a safe, engaging, and supportive environment where they are challenged appropriately as 
well as improving their overall health. A student-centered approach is an instructional strategy 
that is connected to the understanding and development of the student, or whole child. The 
student-centered approach and whole child philosophy are connected because in order to provide 
students with a curriculum centered around this instructional strategy, you must first understand 
the limitations they encounter outside of school and how they play a role in their engagement and 
learning. Students who receive a curriculum centered around these values are; less likely to 
engage in risky behavior, concentrate for longer periods, achieve higher academic achievement, 
and behave in more desired ways with less disobedience “Creating a safe school climate supports 
students healthy development, helps reduce antisocial behavior and discipline problems, 
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contributes to higher morale, promotes positive interpersonal relationships and allows students to 
learn at the most favorable levels” (Marshall, 2004). “With the Whole Child approach, each 
student learns in an environment that is physically and emotionally safe, has access to 
personalized learning, is supported by qualified and caring adults, and is challenged academically 
and prepared for success in college or further study” (Kreider, 2019, p. 17).  
Differentiation is a proactive approach that is designed for effective teaching that provides 
students and the diversity of the classroom different paths for understanding new information. 
From what I know, providing differentiation for students who are English Language Learners 
(ELL), Students of color, students who experience physical and intellectual disabilities, as well as 
the general population, will provide individuals with their specific needs to be successful in 
mastering the content. “Differentiation provides one framework for individualizing in the context 
of a heterogeneous classroom” (Landrum & McDuffie, 2010). It is also a qualitative approach 
that is conceptual with the idea that every student learns at their own pace. Carol Ann Tomlinson 
(2020), a leader in the field of differentiated learning, tells us that differentiation is 
acknowledging that kids learn in different ways, and responding by doing something about that 
through curriculum and instruction. For example, this does not necessarily mean giving some 
students more work to do and others less, but rather giving students multiple options for taking in 
information, making sense of ideas, and expressing what they learn. The ideas of differentiation 
are that these different approaches are shaped to encourage all students' growth with well-defined 
learning goals and support the advancement of learning both as an individual and a class as a 
whole. Tomlinson (2020) states, “a classroom that honors and adapts to learner variation while 
building a ‘team of learners’ who work together to benefit the outcomes for the group and each of 
its members and around a curriculum that is designed to be relevant and engaging to young 
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people.” There is also another approach that is a lot like differentiation that we will go more in-
depth later called Universal Design for learning, or (UDL). This approach evaluates the 
classroom instruction and environment to make the necessary changes. Now there are four 
components of Differentiation, content, process, product, and learning environment. To 
successfully integrate differentiated instruction a teacher must have an all or none principle. 
“Teachers must be proficient in all four areas or else differentiated instruction strategies are likely 
not to be effective” (Ellis, Lieberman, & Leroux, 2009, p. 22). 
 Differentiating the content is how you meet the individual needs of students. When 
researching differentiation, the content is what is taught and how teachers provide students with 
material to learn. “Content means the knowledge, understanding, and skills (KUD) that students 
need to learn” (Tomlinson & Imbeau, 2010). The process is how the students will interpret and 
make sense of the information and ideas you deliver through activities that will help them see the 
application and how it is useful outside of class. Differentiating process is an important stage 
where the learning is taking place. “By differentiating process, they understand creating sense-
making activities that help students “own” the content—by allowing them to “see how it makes 
sense, and realize how it is useful in the world outside the classroom” (Tomlinson & Imbeau, 
2010). The product is the output, this is how students will demonstrate and extend what they have 
learned by providing multiple modalities for students to show a result of their learning. “Students 
can propose the way they’d like to show us something, or we might offer them two choices—
with the notion that they can make a deal with us to do the third one,” (Tomlinson, 2020).  Lastly, 
the Affect/learning environment is the condition in which the effects of student’s emotions and 
feelings have on their learning. From the literature and what I have experienced, grouping is an 
effective method to help students overcome emotional challenges. Tomlinson and Imbeau, (2010) 
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state, “We [may] have some kids who don’t work especially well in groups because they have 
emotional challenges, and we try to help develop groups and help them develop mechanisms for 
working in those groups to be successful.” It is important to note, there is a direct link between 
process and content. The process stage begins once a student is told to stop doing a task and then 
begins to formulate their perception of the information they have gathered. Then the product 
occurs once the information is delivered and the processing stage takes place. In the product 
stage, students will be able to demonstrate and show evidence of their learning. They will not 
only be able to demonstrate but should be able to show what they can do as a result. There should 
always be multiple ways for a student to show evidence of their learning. For example, giving 
them a task that would allow them to create a presentation on Flip Grid or a computer program 
would be something that would be ideal for visual learning. Another example that would be more 
abstract is to allow students to write a poem or song to express the knowledge they have 
acquired. Some subcomponents are integrated into differentiation, Interest, Learning profile, and 
Readiness. It is a productive practice to engage your students by having a “hook” before the 
lesson is delivered. When you can understand your student’s interest, it is more likely that a 
student will learn because you have gained their attention and curiosity. “When people are 
interested in something, their motivation to learn about it increases, enhancing learning outcomes 
as a result” (Tomlinson & Imbeau, 2010).  A learning profile is a way for teachers to tap into the 
identity of a student by understanding their learning style, culture, and gender to find ways that 
best fit their learning as individuals. “The goal of learning profile differentiation is to teach in the 
ways students learn best— and to extend ways in which they can learn effectively” (Tomlinson, 
2020). When we can create a curriculum that builds around students' likes, concerns, and life 
experiences they become empowered and thus makes it more meaningful to them. Readiness 
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within differentiation is understanding as a teacher the developmental level of where your 
students are at, making sure that you are appropriately providing them with tasks that match their 
skills and knowledge of a topic. This will help each student find greater success by taking 
sequential steps and giving them challenges that will help their growth. According to Tomlinson 
(2020), “the goal of readiness differentiation is to make the work a little too difficult for students 
at a given point in their growth—and then to provide the support they need to succeed at the new 
level of challenge.” 
 From what I know and understand as a future educator is that I need to provide my 
students with experiences and tools that will help them face life's inevitable adversity. This is 
why the development of the whole child has great significance. I understand the benefits and 
have been directly affected by this approach. Over the course of the PETE program and the first 
stages of the MAT program, this is what truly sparked my interest in learning more about a 
student-centered approach. I thought, what if I can give students this whole child development at 
an early age, what would that do to their confidence and interest in school. Along with this 
approach, it is equally important that within your classroom how to differentiate, where 
furthermore, and more specifically using a Universal Design for learning where according to 
Coyne and Wehmeyer (2012) “The designing of curriculum integrated three key principles of 
presenting information through flexible and numerous methods so that students can obtain 
adequate knowledge. It also comprises flexible and multiple means of expression so that children 
can showcase their learning along with the inclusion of various alternatives for increasing student 
engagement and for maintaining motivation among them.”  
Like I have mentioned before, to provide students in your classroom with a means and 
continuous opportunity to be successful every day one must understand what it means to be 
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culturally responsive marginalized students. Culturally responsive teaching is a pedagogical 
strategy that acknowledges the importance of including your students' culture in all facets of their 
learning. “Assimilation slows down academic achievement and that students who keep a strong 
bond with their linguistic and cultural heritage are more likely to succeed in school than those 
who assimilate to the dominant language and culture” (Nieto, 2010, p.185). We live in a world 
that is becoming increasingly diverse and for that reason, Culturally Responsive teaching is 
extremely important and beneficial to every student no matter their ethnicity. This means going 
beyond having a general recognition, awareness, and respect for the fact that diversity is more 
than understanding different ethnic groups have contrasting values and various ways of 
expression. As Howard states (1999) “we can’t teach what we don’t know.” Therefore, 
developing a knowledge base on culturally responsive teaching and the detailed facts on the 
cultural uniqueness of particular ethnic groups is essential to make schooling interesting and 
representative to a diverse group of students. When we use cultural characteristics, experiences 
and perspectives it becomes a channel for teaching them more effectively. Gay (2000) stated that 
“when academic knowledge and skills are situated within the lived experiences and frames of 
reference of students, they are more personally meaningful, have higher interest appeal, and are 
learned more easily and thoroughly.”  
Theme 2 - Social Emotional Learning, Autonomy, and Scaffolding 
Now since I have talked about the development of the whole child within a student-
centered approach, through differentiation and culturally responsive pedagogy, some of these 
strategies will overlap and become interconnected in pursuit of looking at how to become an 
effective teacher.  
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Maybe, just like you, I was only taught to develop my physical and cognitive traits but 
never how to handle emotions. I never took care of the things that were bothering me outside of 
school. “Access to competent teachers is one of the most inequitably distributed resources 
between disadvantaged students and their more affluent counterparts” (Darling-Hammond, 2000). 
From what I have learned throughout the PETE and MAT program, it is significantly important 
to incorporate this development to help students manage their emotions within themselves, 
towards others, and to achieve academic success. Schonert-Reichly, Hanson-Peterson, & Hymel 
(2015) explain, “social and emotional skills create responsive, caring, and inclusive classrooms, 
and provide a foundation for building and sustaining learning relationships that promote 
academic success and responsible citizenship” (Schonert-Reichly, Hanson-Peterson, & Hymel, 
2015, p. 407). Now to educate and teach students how to appropriately develop their social-
emotional learning, we as educators must first understand why Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs is 
the foundation to access the emotions of a child. As I have mentioned before, the whole child 
development and Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs are to provide students with the necessities of 
life. Abraham Maslow, a humanist psychologist suggested that these human needs be set into five 
categories within a pyramid. This five-stage model can be divided into the most basic 
physiological needs or deficiency needs such as water and clothing to the highest need for self-
fulfillment or growth needs (Maslow, 1954). It is important as a future educator to be aware if 
these needs are not met, and how it will affect a student’s ability to learn. We must also 
understand that students have a dynamic relationship between individual growth and their 
internal/external conditions. “We need to examine how context influences a child’s ability to 
develop and in turn how the child responds to that context” (Aviles, A. M., Anderson, T. R., & 
Davila, E. R, 2006, p. 33). It is important to me that I have a cohesive relationship and build a 
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rapport with every individual by being aware of his or her emotional needs. According to 
Vygotsky, “learning is a shared-joint process in a responsive social context.” Students who 
experience social and emotional difficulties stem from the relationships they have with adults in 
their lives, parents, and teachers. “Child-adult relationships have a more significant impact on a 
child’s learning than educational toys or pre-school curricula” (Thompson, R., & Happold, C, 
2002). To benefit the student, we must recognize their strengths as well as their limitations.  
Barbarin (2002) identifies four possible risk factors that could impair a child's functioning. These 
factors include; childhood history of deprivation and trauma, family instability, involvement in 
the child welfare system, and neighborhood danger with limited resources. This is within the 
developmental psychopathology framework, comprising multiple age and stage relevant tasks 
that allow us to view children in a new way to achieve positive outcomes. “Too often research 
only focuses on the negative outcomes of youth who are at a disadvantage in developing the 
skills needed to negotiate their environments (Becker& Luthar, 2002), the developmental 
psychopathology approach allows for identification of factors that lead to positive outcomes.” 
Like I have mentioned before, children experience very different and complex environments in 
school, at home, and in their community. Case in point, children spend a majority of their day at 
school, this is why we as future educators must protect our student’s emotional growth and 
nurture them no matter their circumstances. We are in a position to have a profound impact on 
their lives going into young adulthood. “In other words, for our children and youth to achieve 
their full potential as productive adult citizens, parents, and volunteers in a pluralistic society, 
educators must focus explicitly on promoting social and emotional competence” (Schonert-
Reichl, 2017, p. 138).   
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I am sure you heard of the “terrible twos”, which refers to when toddlers resist what their 
parents are asking them to do. We all want to have some sense of control regarding the things we 
do and in what direction our lives ultimately go. This is no different for the children in our 
schools. Certainly, students have a high desire to feel competent, but it appears that the basic 
need for autonomy is also of great importance to our youth. According to Patall, Cooper, & 
Wynn (2010), “people have a greater sense of autonomy (and so are more intrinsically motivated) 
when they’re able to make choices - within reasonable limits - about the things they do and the 
outcomes for which they’ll work.” We live in a world where technology is vastly improving and 
children are becoming unmotivated more and more every day. An important theoretical model to 
understand is Self-Determination Theory, which explains the importance of motivation by 
focusing on the importance of inner human resources as it applies to the psychological growth of 
children. Self Determination Theory specifically addresses three components, competence, 
autonomy, and relatedness as the foundation of human motivation. “Developing competence in a 
child by enhancing their perceived thought of being good or capable of an activity will increase 
their motivation to continue being physically active. When a child has a high perceived physical 
competence, they then will present a higher level of self-determined motivation along with 
behaviors such as effort and persistence during physical activity” (Stuntz & Weiss, 2010). When 
you disenfranchise a child’s ability to learn, they are less likely to participate. To increase 
competence, a teacher must not make the task too difficult where the student would get 
discouraged, or too easy where the child will lose interest. Like I have mentioned before, we all 
want to be in control of our decisions in life and what we find valuable. When students are being 
told what to do, they start to think “I have to”, which initiates the thought of them telling 
themselves that someone or something else is making decisions for them. “A child with the 
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ability to make their own decisions, will then take on more ownership, which stimulates their 
psychological demand, and increases activity which elicits more responsibility” (Sun, Li, & Shen, 
2017). Relationships are something that youth crave, either from their parents, peers, teachers, or 
adult figures in their lives. “Human beings have an internal hunger to be appreciated or 
respected” (Sun, Li, & Shen, 2017). When students can connect with adults who are seen as 
important, it has a direct effect on how they will be motivated. Similar to how parents can 
influence a child’s thoughts, feelings, and behaviors, so do teachers, “Coaches and teachers are 
crucial social agents of attitude and behavior change among children and youth” (Stuntz & 
Weiss, 2010). It is very important as teachers to remember that what we say and do has a major 
influence on how a child’s behaviors and thoughts towards learning are formed. “According to 
SDT, all humans have a basic innate need to feel valued, accepted/supported, and connected to 
their significant others (parents, teachers, or peers)” (Sun, Li, & Shen, 2017).  
One of the most effective ways to benefit children and their learning development is to 
have tasks and activities that are within their zone of proximal development. A great strategy to 
achieve this for individual students is to have students who are more competent to assist them in 
their development. The original definition of scaffolding was to develop students' 
problem-solving skills in between classroom activities and the work they do at home. However, it 
has now developed into a more complex approach where “the role of scaffolding has been 
expanded into enhancing the content knowledge and other skills such as self-determined learning 
and argumentation skills” (Belland, 2014). A component of Project-Based Learning is that 
students need to receive additional scaffolding to experience success at the same level as their 
peers. To provide students with optimal challenges teachers must not only moderate a task to the 
student’s current ability but also moderate a student’s self-efficacy. “The importance of providing 
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students with an optimal challenge is that it can keep stimulating and maintaining their intrinsic 
motivation toward, and the chance of success in, their learning” (Kim, Belland, & Axelrod, 
2019). Project-Based Learning is a student-centered instructional model that involves a dynamic 
classroom approach and believes students acquire a deeper understanding of knowledge through 
self-exploration and real-world situations and challenges. This approach supports the need for 
psychological growth in children. According to Muller & Louw (2004), The design of Project-
Based Learning fosters student self-determination by satisfying the aforementioned psychological 
needs of autonomy, competence, and relatedness. The term scaffolding is essentially supported 
by experts or more knowledgeable peers that allow students to engage and gain knowledge 
through given tasks that would otherwise be beyond their existing capabilities. Vygotsky, a 
psychologist who is best known for his work in psychological development in children, “believed 
that when a student is at the zone of proximal development for a particular task, providing the 
appropriate guidance (scaffolding) will guide the student enough of a boost to achieve the task” 
(Vygotsky, 1986). Vygotsky determined between two kinds of ability levels that identify a child's 
skill level at any point during their development. A child's level of proximal development is any 
task that a child can do with the help or assistance of someone more competent. A child’s actual 
level of development is any task that a child can do without the help of anyone else and can do so 
independently. Scaffolding can be used in a variety of ways, modeling the correct performance of 
a task, providing technology for assistance, asking the learner critical thinking questions in 
productive ways, and giving feedback to show the learner how they are progressing are just a few 
examples. “Scaffolding in its various forms can be highly effective in helping both children and 
adults acquire complex reasoning, metacognitive, and problem-solving skills” (Ormrod, 2020, p. 
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323). The objective of scaffolding is that students will become more competent and eventually 
accomplish tasks entirely on their own without the need for scaffolding.  
Theme 3 - The effects of Music on Motivation and Engagement 
Physical activity is something that all of us as human beings do not particularly enjoy 
doing, however, as you get older you understand more about the benefits of being physically 
active and less about the sensations (pleasant or unpleasant). There has been an increase in 
obesity, physical inactivity, and cardio respiratory diseases that is a growing concern to national 
health providers. “The prevalence of obesity and type 2 diabetes, among other comorbidities, has 
increased in youth and adults in the United States (De Bourdeaudhuij, Crombez , Deforche, 
Vinaimont, Debode, & Bouckaert, 2003). One of the leading noncommunicable diseases that is 
affecting people globally and the leading cause of deaths are contributed by the lack of physical 
activity. It is not enough to explain to students the benefits of physical activity but rather, as 
Brand & Ekkekakis (2018) states, “messages highlighting rational reasons for physical activity 
participation (i.e., “it’s really good for you”) should be supplemented by an emphasis on 
experiences that are pleasant and enjoyable.” When I think about my personal experience and 
time working at different schools, I found it challenging at times to motivate and get students to 
engage in physical activity. Our human movements are thought to be rhythmic in nature and 
tempo. It can be said that music evokes a natural movement response causing physiological 
effects when played. As Ball (2010) states, “As human beings, we have the capacity and 
inclination to synchronize our body movement to external stimuli such as music (2010). 
Furthermore, the auditory system has a rich connection to motor systems in the brain (Ball, 
2010). One way to combat a student’s conscious mind is by providing a stimulus to their brain; 
this can be achieved by incorporating music within your lessons. “Studies have been done with 
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adults and youth using music as a distraction and have found that those exercising with music 
persisted for a longer period than those who heard no music (De Bourdeaudhuij Go et al., 2002). 
Music is found all throughout society and is regularly used to influence human behavior in a 
variety of settings and for a variety of purposes.  Some of the purposes include a way of 
communication, delivering a message, and even symbolism. It is played in the workplace, at 
shopping centers and many children and young adults listen to it during their daily activities. The 
effects of music not only work as a distraction to the individual's perceived rate of exertion but 
also as a catalyst to improve mood, higher intensity levels for longer durations, and a decrease in 
fatigue. As Campbell & White (2015) state, exercising with music significantly benefits mood, 
results in increased vigor, and lowers levels of tiredness and fatigue following exercise. I have 
always wanted to build a community and differentiate in my classroom but in physical education 
I wasn't sure how to do that, so one of the ways I decided to differentiate is to incorporate my 
students’ musical taste, and the community they belong to so that they feel like they are a part of 
my classroom as opposed to playing what I want. According to Biagini et al. (2012), Our results 
revealed that when listening to their preferred music genre (compared to listening to no music or 
listening to their non-preferred music genre), participants exhibited greater strength-endurance 
and greater maximal strength performances and reported a lower perceived exertion Depending 
on the type of genre you are playing will have a different effect on a student’s arousal level and 
can trigger a nostalgic emotional experience. Through experience and the literature I have read, it 
is clear that intensity level is directly related to the tempo of a song. “A significant and large main 
effect for music tempo was found, wherein a general preference for fast and medium tempo 
music over slow music was evident” (Karageorghis, Jones, Stuart, 2008). Like I have previously 
mentioned, incorporating music within physical education has shown to improve a student’s 
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mood and their commitment to stay active throughout the class. As Papandonatos states, 
“Amplifying the mood benefit of exercise therefore has the potential to increase exercise 
adherence, and exercising with music may serve this purpose.” One of the ways specifically I 
plan to use music as a way to address societal issues and be culturally relevant is through the use 
of hip-hop music. I understand that although I may not have a lot of African American or 
students of Color, I believe this proves my point why it is important to allow students to have an 
input in what music is played to improve engagement in learning while maintaining a student’s 
identity. “Hip-Hop pedagogy has a way of authentically and practically incorporating the creative 
elements of Hip-Hop into teaching, and inviting students to have a connection with the content 
while meeting them on their cultural turf by teaching to, and through their realities and 
experiences” (Adjapong, 2015).  
 The education system is disproportionately white in its students and teacher populations 
and fails to address how race, racism, and white hegemony play a significant role in racial 
hierarchy. One approach to the decentering of whiteness in school music is the use of hip-hop to 
engage students and help others recognize white solidarity to work against such strategies. “Some 
scholars have argued that engaging Hip-Hop in school spaces might privilege Black perspectives 
as a way of challenging White Hegemony” (Campbell, 2007). One of the important points in this 
article is how Hip-Hop is not specifically connected to African Americans, yet it is tied to 
American Blackness. Hip-Hop is a way for teachers to transform the dynamics of a school and its 
surroundings. “Hip Hop Pedagogy scholars have made calls for using Hip-Hop music as a way 
for students to relate to traditional school curricula as well as for transforming the content and 
environment of school spaces” (Kruse, 2020). Hip-Hop music is seen as an unusual part of music 
curricula at any level of education. Even as music independently has continued to grow 
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worldwide, Hip-Hop is often underrepresented and remains that way to this day by no 
misfortune. Smith and Powell (2018) suggested that this exclusion from education is no accident, 
but an issue motivated by race. As a Hip-Hop enthusiast, it is of great significance that I continue 
to educate myself as Hip-Hop evolves to reflect on my own social positioning.” Understanding 
how engaging with Hip-Hop might contribute to teachers' self-reflections and how that might 
influence the roles they take in the classroom could provide meaningful considerations for future 
practice in teacher education and toward decentering Whiteness in music education at large” 
(Kruse, 2020, p. 148).   
  





The methods of inquiry for this study focused on the principles and practices of action 
research using self-study aligned with professional teaching standards, teacher artifacts, lesson 
plans, journal reflections, and reflective conversations with my cooperating teacher as a means 
of data collection. In this chapter, I will begin with a review of action research principles to 
establish the foundation for this study’s method of inquiry. Second, I will review the choices and 
purposes of data collection that helped to highlight my instruction and means for searching for 
improvement. Third, I will detail my context for the study, methods of data collection protocols, 
maintaining credibility and trustworthiness of the data, and acknowledge my limitations as a 
researcher. Finally, I will present the procedures used for studying my practice, while providing 
data and analysis that speaks to adaptations and adjustments made to my instruction as I 
implanted this study.  
Research Questions  
My focus for this research was to collect data related to my goals as a means to improve 
as an instructor through my practicum experience at Dallas High School. Specifically, I 
examined how my lesson planning was driven by differentiating my instruction to provide a 
student-centered approach that focuses on the development of the whole child and their needs 
outside of the classroom. This focus aligned with the following INTASC Standards for teacher 
professional development. Standard 1 learner development focuses on the understanding that 
learners' development varies across cognitive, linguistic, social, emotional, and physical areas in 
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which they need appropriate and challenging experiences (CCSSO, 2011, p. 10). Standard 2 
Learning differences, display the preparedness to understand the cultural diversity of students 
and provide an inclusive environment (CCSSO, 2011, p. 11). Standard 3, Learning environments 
which create a supportive environment where learners feel safe and establish collaborative 
learning (CCSSO, 2011, p. 12).  
Additionally, I considered how studying my own practice in line with INTASC Standards 
could improve my own instruction and therefore, student learning. My purpose of this study was 
to evaluate my growth as a teacher and to gain insight on the effectiveness of strategies in 
supporting a whole child philosophy by building a rapport with my students. The research 
question (s) for this study were:  
● How has my instruction grown to be more student-centered? Through this question I 
hope to analyze the nature of my instruction through a student-centered approach and 
my reflections on how to better meet the needs of each individual student. Data 
gathered from this question was used to examine a student-centered classroom within 
my lesson plans, observation notes, and reflective conversations as it relates to learning 
and collaboration.  
● How has my instruction become more differentiated? I hope to recognize and identify 
strong instructional strategies, and why I used certain strategies to support student 
engagement. Data gathered from this question was used to validate my teaching 
practice toward providing students with differentiated instruction and scaffolding of 
material.  
● How can I document my readiness to use music; specifically hip-hop in the classroom? 
Through this question I hope to learn more about my readiness to implement music, 
specifically hip-hip in the classroom through a lens of culturally responsive teaching. 
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The data gathered from this question was used to validate my choices of music, 
purpose, and the impact certain song choices have on the diverse group of students I 
teach in the future. This will allow me to become more knowledgeable and culturally 
competent to the effects of particular music artists and song choices. Through 
assessments, reflective conversations with my cooperating teacher, and after class 
debriefing with students will I be able to understand the significance of my choices.  
INTASC Standards  
The INTASC Standards are a set of core teaching standards that were developed by The 
Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) to support educators in what they should know 
and be able to do for students to learn and grow in order to be ready to be a contributing member 
of society. These standards are important because they set the foundation and assist teachers with 
common fundamental concepts on how to increase student success. The needs of students are 
constantly changing so it is important that even the most experienced educators find ways to 
improve their teaching through professional growth. These standards are a framework set with 
the understanding that every student should not only reach measurable goals, but also have a 
means to achieve a higher standard. The INTASC standards also provide a way for teachers to 
assess their students but for them as well.  
All of the INTASC standards have significance when it comes to education and the 
engagement between teachers and students. After reviewing the standards, I was able to identify 
three of the standards that connect with my research questions. The first question relates to 
standard three which addresses the learning environment. Standard three focuses on building a 
supportive environment that encourages positive social relationships that lead to engagement and 
self-motivation. This also gives students a way to support their learning and work collaboratively 
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with peers. The second research question is connected with standard one learning development. 
Standard one focuses on the growth and development of a learner and how it varies within each 
individual across multiple domains. Lastly, the third research question is connected to standard 2 
learning differences. Standard 2 focuses on the ability to understand individual differences of 
diverse cultures and communities to warrant student achievement.  
Context of the Study  
The study will take place in a small Oregon high school located in the Willamette Valley 
that serves grades 9-12 and is placed in the top 10% of all schools in Oregon for overall test 
scores (math proficiency is top 20%, and reading proficiency is top 5%). The school is home to 
approximately 900 students, 44% are females, 56% are male, and 33% of students are 
economically disadvantaged. The student to teacher ratio is 20:1 with the average class size of 
about 25 students. On staff there are 43 teachers, 19 educational assistants, and 4 counselors. The 
student population is primarily made up of white students at 80 %. Around 9% of students are 
Hispanic, 3 % are American Indian, 2 % are Asian, 1 % is African American and Pacific 
Islander, and the last 4 % is split between 4 or more racial backgrounds. There are just fewer than 
5% of students who are identified as English Language Learners. There are many different 
religions, cultures, and backgrounds with more than 8 languages spoken by students at the 
school. Each of the classes is different with 17% of the students who identify as students with 
disabilities. For these students they are given special considerations that are called IEPs and 504 
plans. These plans are individualized education programs that are designed to help students who 
are struggling in school. We provide different accommodations for students with all disabilities 
and are English Language learners. 41% of students are on free and reduced lunch, although it is 
offered to every student if they need it. The graduation rate has improved since 2017, 87% of 
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seniors graduated in the most recent year. Different departments organize the teachers where I 
teach and the size of each department varies. At least once a week in the afternoon at 2:00 pm we 
have PLC meetings. These are professional learning communities that are within each 
department to ensure teachers are getting developmental training and support to enrich the lives 
of their students. Each of the departments works together to go over standards, assessing their 
curriculum, and other areas that assist the needs of students. This is also a time to share new ideas 
and talk about what is working and what is not. I am lucky to be in the position I am in because 
my mentoring teacher is the department head for Physical Education, so I am able to gain a lot of 
knowledge and valuable information that will help me further my career. My mentoring teacher 
mentors me, but I have also been receiving feedback from educational assistants and other 
teachers who have joined class meetings. There are three different locations where I could lead a 
class, one of the two gymnasiums, the weight room, and classroom. I teach and work with two 
wellness classes, one strength and conditioning class, and one class called an advisory group 
where students are given the time and help to work on other subject areas. This is a great time to 
build a rapport with individual students and find strategies that have worked for them. 
Methodology and Research Design 
Because my purpose was to describe my own teaching practice as well as how I use data 
to improve my own practice in line with the INTASC professional standards, it was important to 
choose a methodology that could account for both what the standards are for teachers and how I 
was paying attention to my own practice through data collection to improve it. Qualitative 
research is an important aspect of educational research that directs one’s intention to the how 
and why research questions. This gives the researcher a deeper understanding of experiences and 
allows them to ask questions that cannot be put into numbers to understand their own 
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experiences without any constraints. Accordingly, this study was designed as an action research 
study. Action research is a process that has helped me and my development as an educator by 
identifying and analyzing certain topics in order to improve my teaching practice. I have come 
to realize how much action research has helped me grow by examining best practices and 
myself. I believe the main focus for all educators is to instill students with the tools to be 
successful not only in my classroom, but also as contributing members of society.  
To achieve this goal, educators need to continue to examine their teaching to find the best 
ways to support their students so that they can be successful. Educators also must develop as 
they continue their careers by analyzing their instructional choices, assessments, and making 
appropriate changes to the curriculum that further supports their students and development of 
their educational career. This helps educators understand how to identify areas they are not as 
competent in to give students the best possible learning experience. Action Research is an 
important process for beginning teachers to look at how to improve their teaching skills and 
style. First, they must identify the focus for their study, in my case I wanted to look at how I 
could improve my teaching by designing lessons that were differentiated and student-
centered. Next, it was important for me to identify research questions I wanted to answer as a 
result of my study. Once the focus was established, I then came up with set up questions that 
were meaningful to me and helped guide the inquiry. The next step was to start collecting 
data to make up my findings for making changes and adjustments in order to recognize the 
areas of wanted improvement. Once the data was collected, I analyzed and reported before 
looking how my teaching had improved or was lacking in certain areas. 
The basic steps in action research are 1) identify a topic or issue to study, 2) collect data 
related to the chosen topic or issue, 3) analyze and interpret the collected data, and 4) carry out 
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action planning, which represents the application of the action research results (Ferrance, 2000).  
Data collection in an action research project typically is related to the topic or issues, and 
provides answers pertinent to the research questions. As Padak and Padak (1994) observe, “Any 
information that can help you answer your questions is data.” Therefore, I used a variety of data 
collection tools related to my topic to ensure the validity of my results. Furthermore, I adhered to 
the following four characteristics in determining the data I would collect for my study, 1) 
anonymity of students, 2) comparison in data collection was built in so that the results could be 
judged against themselves both before and after the intervention period, 3) aspects of 
performance to be examined were identified prior to data collection so that the information was 
relevant and connected to the research questions, and 4) a variety of data was collected so that 
different aspects of the topic could be brought to light (Padak & Padak, 1994). Finally, because I 
was studying my own practice while I was in the middle of said practice, I acknowledge the 
“spiraling nature” of data collection in action research (Padak and Padak, 1994). By focusing on 
data in connection to my research questions, my attention turned to other pieces of data that 
emerged in relation to my questions. These emergent data pieces were included as part of the 
study as they had relevance to my research questions.  
Methods and Procedures 
Because my research question focuses on how the development of the whole child 
impacts instruction in physical education. The methods and procedures I used to answer the 
research questions for my research are outlined in table 1 below. I chose to collect data that 
would provide information about my practice and the interventions I identified aligned with the 
research topic. The research questions outlined in the graph below: 1) How has my instruction 
grown to be more student-centered? 2) How has my instruction become more differentiated?  
(3) How can I document my readiness to use music; specifically hip-hop in the classroom?  
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The types of data I chose to collect are described next.  
Lesson Plans  
The first data source for my study is the lesson plans that I have written throughout my 
practicum experience. In this process I will look through my lesson plans to identify how I have 
made appropriate changes to meet the needs of individual students. It is my intentions to 
analyze how the lesson plans have become more effective by designing them to be more 
student-centered instruction. Within a student-centered classroom I hope it will further show a 
connection between differentiated instruction and the impact it has on the growth and success of 
students  
Journal Entries  
Reflective journaling will be my second data source. The information I hope to collect 
through journal entries is to find teaching strategies that have worked and ones that did not 
work. I hope to identify challenges and areas of growth by collecting journal entries each week. 
After each lesson I will use a series of questions to further evolve and grow as a teacher. Some 
examples of the questions will be as follows: what did I do today that I consider student-
centered; how did my students respond; how can I improve next time; and how did I 
differentiate based on readiness, interest, learning profile, and what information have I gained 
about my students? Through planned questioning I will be able to draw from my own teaching 
experiences to collect data that further supports my research.  
Reflective Conversations with My Mentoring/Supervising teacher 
Lastly, in this study I hope to collect data through reflective conversations with my 
mentoring teacher to see how I am making appropriate changes to my instruction, teaching 
practices, and assessments. I will have detailed conversations where I reflect on my instructional 
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choices with my mentoring teacher to see my effectiveness in supporting students' needs. My 
mentoring teacher will be taking notes while observing me to provide constructive feedback with 
resources to improve my teaching. They will also acknowledge specific parts of my teaching 
where I have experienced growth and development in my teaching.  
Google Forms 
Due to the limitations I am experiencing with Covid-19, I also decided to add a Google 
Form questionnaire because I cannot adequately answer my research questions. The goal of the 
google forms was to find out which types of music students like and dislike during exercise. The 
last question is going to inform me how often students listen to music when exercising, 1 being 
not at all and 5 being all the time. I hope to figure out what specific types of music and artist 
students prefer to listen to during exercise in order to improve their motivation and engagement. 
Table 1 (below) includes details about my data collection procedure 
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Table 1  
Research Questions 
Research Question Data Sources Procedures Purpose Timeline 
How has my 
instruction grown 

















with C.T  
Documenting 
what strategies 
work and what 







This data was 
collected over the 
course of the school 
year 20’- 21’ term 
teaching 



















with C.T  
Documenting 
what strategies 
work and what 







This data was 
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course of the school 
year 20’- 21’ term 
teaching 
How can I 
document my 
readiness to use 
music; specifically 
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This data was 
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course of the school 
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Table 2 





Review of self-reflection journal  
 
Review of student assessments through chatbox/dialogue 
 
I collected a digital diary of thoughts, observations, good/bad things of information 





I Organized codes into meaningful groups with research questions in mind 
 
I Manually coded with notes in transcribed text 
 
I started digital code book 
 




I Organized codes into potential themes using digital table 
 
I Noted any thoughts on relationships between the emerging themes in digital diary 
 




I Revised table of potential themes, considering internal homogeneity and external 
heterogeneity 
 
I Read collated data extracts for each theme, checking for coherent pattern 
 
I looked for themes where a coherent pattern exists, examined for individual theme 
validity in relation to entire data. 
 
I Examined transcripts for any missed data extracts needing coded for theme 
 
I Re-read entire transcripts for any new themes that may have been missed 
 
I Examined how themes fit together in relation to research questions and note 
thoughts and considerations in digital journal 
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Adjusted digital table of them to organize collated data extracts within each theme 
for consistency 
 
Identified relative narrative for each theme in the digital diary 
 
I Wrote a detailed analysis for each theme, to include individual relevance and how 
that relates to overall analysis and answers the questions of this research 
 
I Examined written analysis for any excessive overlapping of themes 
 
I Examined each theme for any sub-themes needing to be identified and explained 
 
For each of my themes, I described a scope and content in no more than two 





I Wrote an analysis that was within and across all of my themes  
 
I Assured there is written evidence within each theme with related data extracts as 
best as possible  
 
I Choose vivid and relevant extract examples for each point of evidence in 
answering research questions 
 
I Created analytic narrative that incorporates evidential answers to each research 
question as best as possible  
Note: Braun, V., & Clarke, V. (2006). Using thematic analysis in psychology. Qualitative 
research in psychology, 3(2), 77-101.  
Limitations 
Action research is not intended to act as a substitute for an experimental form of research. 
Because of this, my findings should not be generalized nor replicated. Furthermore, it is 
important to understand that action research is a cyclical process. After the completion of this 
program, I will continue to further my research by reflecting then repeating the steps to further 
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my findings. Given the restraints of this program, I only implemented one cycle. As a result, I 
need more time to reflect on my practice as a teacher.  
Delimitations 
● Spring Term 2021: I started this research project at the beginning of Fall in 2020. I 
followed specific guidelines that had me set timelines for particular parts of the research. 
At the end of Spring 2021, it was my goal to have my research completed and turned into 
the graduate office. The significance of this term is that my sole responsibility is to focus 
on the research. Also, students are experienced in a hybrid distance-learning 
environment, high stakes testing is over, and this term features more applied projects.  
● 9th- 12th grade Strength and Conditioning: I conducted my research with one teacher 
in his high school strength and conditioning class. The reason I selected this area is 
because this allowed me to gain a better understanding of the constraints as I continue my 
research in the future.  
● Virtual Teaching: I applied for the MAT program in the summer of 2020 before the 
Covid-19 pandemic and caused its own set of problems and limited the ability to have 
authentic, interactive, and engaging lessons. This caused me to overcome significant 
challenges to conducting this research and to my teaching practice. However, this helped 
me acquire new strategies and techniques via online teaching. This research was 
organized through virtual teaching circumstances. 
Biases/Assumptions  
● During our class meetings via zoom I provide students with an environment that is 
inclusive and gives each individual an equal opportunity to interact and comprehend the 
material. I provide students with physical and mental disabilities modifications during 
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our workouts as well as having access to the workouts after the completion of class.  
●  I assume that each of the students will answer questions and surveys through the chat 
box honestly and to the best of their ability. 
● I assume that certain students know how to seek help when they are struggling to ensure 
student success 
  





This research design was an evaluation of my practice focusing on the development of 
the whole child. The findings presented will be used to see if they can help me answer my 
research questions. Within a practical whole child philosophy, I emphasized collecting data from 
three questions. First, how has my instruction grown to be more student-centered? Second, how 
has my instruction become more differentiated? Lastly, how can I document my readiness to use 
music, specifically hip-hop in the classroom? These questions were significant for me to evaluate 
my teaching practice to identify areas of strengths and areas for improvement. I chose to examine 
data sources from my teaching, observation notes, and administration. The data collected focused 
on lesson plans, journal entries, and reflective conversations with my mentoring and supervisor 
teachers, and google surveys. After looking over the data, I started to look for trends that would 
help give me evidence to answer my research questions.  
Analysis of Student-Centered Instruction  
My first research question focuses on student-centered instruction in the classroom. The 
procedure of data assembly led me to analyze my journal entries and lesson plans. I started this 
by looking at my journal entries from the beginning of 2021 and then moved on to my lesson 
plans to use student-centered instructional choices to drive student success.  
Journal Entries 
A theme that emerged is my ability to incorporate autonomy that allowed my students to 
choose how they wanted to comprehend the material. This theme emerged through two steps. 
The first step I examined was how many times I provided students with autonomy either through 
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assignments and workouts via zoom. The second step I highlighted anytime I used a student-
centered approach within my entries. Along with providing them with choice, my analysis 
showed that I was able to scaffold the material that supported their development as independent 
Learners. Figure 1 shows a journal entry from March 4th, 2021.  
Figure 1  
Journal Entry from Diet lesson March 4th, 2021  
 
What figure 1 shows is that giving students multiple options to show what they learned 
increased their ability to dive deeper into the assignment. After receiving the assignments back, I 
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discovered that students took more time researching and putting thought into the project. I also 
got positive feedback via Canvas from students about how they enjoyed this project and wanted 
to do more similar assignments. Figure 2 is a journal entry from March 10th, 2021. As I was 
teaching via zoom, I noticed that I would typically tell students that they are free to go unless 
they have any questions. So what I did to make modifications was allow enough time at the end 
of class where I could assign them to work in breakout rooms to discuss the lesson. This specific 
instructional choice was something I could implement as I continued my student teaching 
throughout the last semester.  
Figure 2  
Journal Entry from Diet lesson March 10th, 2021  
 
I discovered students were able to work together in breakout rooms to enhance their 
comprehension of the material. Creating breakout rooms via zoom allowed students at different 
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developmental levels to work with one another and deepen their understanding. The assignments 
that students turned in showed that my instructional choice of allowing them to converse and 
work together in small breakout rooms allowed each student to gain a new perspective from one 
of their peers. This was something that I continued to do throughout my teaching via zoom and 
will build off as I further my professional development.   
Student-Centered: Lesson Plans  
In addition to looking at my journal entries, I also wanted to evaluate my lesson plans for 
student-centered instructional choices. While assessing my lesson plans, I looked for student-
centered strategies such as modeling, appropriate grouping, and allowing students to talk with 
their groups and reflect critically.  Teaching this lesson providing feedback on correct forms and 
techniques was a way for helping students who were struggling or new to weight training. Within 
weight training, providing constructive feedback or reminding students of critical elements of 
exercises is ongoing and should be done daily. While evaluating, the first thing I make sure to do 
is always model the activity that will be the learning objective and assessed. While I am 
providing teacher demonstrations, I make sure to talk about the critical elements of each 
movement to remind students of their groups. Another important aspect that I noticed is grouping 
students together by their developmental level and with someone more competent. Furthermore, 
for students who are English language learners doing the same. Student-centered instruction 
drives student motivation and improves their physical fitness and their cognitive development in 
understanding academic language. Lastly, while analyzing my lesson plans, I show that allowing 
students to think critically within their groups is an effective tool to enhance their learning for the 
next lesson. Equally, my lesson plans showed that students who took the pretest vs. post-test had 
significantly improved their comprehension of the six absolutes.  
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Student-Centered: Instruction Findings 
 Using student-centered lessons or instructional choices in the classroom will give 
students more opportunities to expand their competence in various ways that challenge them 
appropriately based on their developmental level and how they learn best. What I discovered 
when providing autonomy for students is that this gave them the ability to make their own 
decisions and stimulate their psychological demands. As the year went on, students were 
engaged and motivated to learn, which deepened their interactions with the academic content. 
Furthermore, when exercising online, more students were turning on their cameras, which gave 
them positive outcomes and paved the way for long-term success. As an educator, I plan to find 
new ways to incorporate engaging instructional tools that will help students acquire the 
knowledge and skills they need to succeed. To accomplish a further analysis through student-
centered instruction, I added a lesson plan that supports my use of student lead instruction to 
increase their engagement and development of content knowledge (Appendix A)  
Analysis for Differentiation  
 My second research question focused on my ability to differentiate in the classroom and 
tailor my instruction to meet the needs of diverse learners. First, I started by examining my 
lesson plans to find areas of differentiation within the content, process, and product. Second, I 
looked at the feedback I received from my supervising teacher from a lesson he observed while 
teaching via zoom.  
Differentiation: Lesson Plans  
I also wanted to evaluate my lesson plans for differentiation and see if my instructional 
choices provided students with the needs to be successful. To assess my lesson plans, I chose to 
use the INTASC standards to see if I could recognize the correct patterns of learning and 
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development that would vary across multiple domains and provide appropriate challenges for the 
variance of learners. What I found in standard 1(a) supported my instructional choices and lesson 
plans. 1(a) states regularly assess individual and group performances to modify instructions to 
meet learners' needs in each development area (cognitive, linguistic, social, emotional, and 
physical) and scaffold the next level of development. Figure 3, shows that I provided students 
with student-centered instruction that was scaffolding within each lesson. I provided students 
with a PowerPoint that would give the visuals, auditory, and text for the varied learning styles. 
Along with this, I also included a part of the section that was in Spanish for students who are 
English Language Learners.  
Figure 3  
Athletic Stance
	
Along with my instructional materials, I wanted to evaluate my lesson plans that I 
completed for my mentoring teacher while going through my practicum. My first step in the 
analytical process was to locate my lesson plans that I had done through my time teaching from 
2020-2021. I then searched through the lessons to find the word differentiation and activities that 
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focused on implementing differentiation. From this process of watching my mentoring teacher, I 
incorporated the strategies and tools that I observed. Appendix B below shows areas in which I 
was able to differentiate for varied learners successfully. As I strive to improve as an educator 
and provide students with the tools to succeed, I continuously observed my mentoring teacher. 
Figure 4, shows feedback from my supervising teacher after watching a lesson I taught via zoom. 
In the response, you can see that I do provide modifications for my students but need to be more 
specific when citing theories or making particular connections to research. 
Figure 4 
Supervisor Feedback   
 
Analysis for Music  
 My last research question focused on how could I document my readiness to use music, 
specifically hip-hop in the classroom? First, I started by playing music that I listened to in high 
school during physical activity or before athletic competitions. Second, I made a musical library 
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that included the song choices I played in class during workouts with those that students filled 
out in a Google survey 
Music Library Findings 
 Along with differentiation and student-centered instruction, I also wanted to look at my 
readiness to implement music and analyze the effects on motivation for students during 
workouts. I evaluated my willingness to implement music in two steps. In the first step, I 
searched through my musical library and compared the song choices my students completed in a 
google survey. In the second step, I analyzed their song choices and grouped them based on 
genre, year of the song, and whether the song was by a male, female, or group. Throughout 
searching for specific themes I began journaling to document why I picked the song, what I had 
to do prior to playing the song in class, and how my students responded. For example, one of the 
songs that I chose was Pump up the Jam by Technotonic. I would first write down why it was 
that I chose the song, in this example I chose this song because it was from a favorite movie of 
mine called Space Jam. What I had to do prior to playing any songs was make sure to first listen 
to the song for any inappropriate words. I then read over the lyrics online to double check and 
see if I missed something. If there was a song with curse words or inappropriate innuendos I 
would then search for an edited version and repeat the process of reviewing the song prior to 
playing in class. Lastly, I would then see how the students were responding during the workout. 
This part was difficult because of the lack of cameras that were on. So what I did was ask them 
at the end to type in the chat box if they liked the song. Two of the students for this particular 
song responded with “made them want to dance” or it “felt disco-ish”. I discovered that students 
in my class preferred songs that were country or 80’s/90’s classic rock. A few students put down 
Hip-Hop/Rap, but it was only 3 out of the 25 students. Out of the 22 other students who put 
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down classic rock or country, 19 of the 22 were male groups, and only 3 listed a specific artist. I 
discovered that as I continue my professional development, it is essential to be aware of the 
demographics and the culture of the school. I cannot simply play the music that I prefer or 
listened to as a young adult. Instead, I should be looking, asking, and playing musical 
preferences that the students enjoy to get the best results. I use music as a way of interfering with 
a student's mind while they are physically active. I know this works to help students turn off their 
subconscious and not think about the physical stress they are putting themselves through.  
Conclusion 
 My focus for this action research project was to take a step back and analyze my teaching 
from three research questions. I can say that this research project has not been easy for me 
because my questions would be more accurate if I were teaching in person. From my findings, I 
discovered that as I continued through the program, my lesson plans only became more 
developed with the focus of being student-centered. I found the use of best practice strategies 
that would increase student motivation and engagement. Along with student-centered instruction, 
my focus was on how I could differentiate my instruction. My goal of differentiation 
strengthened as my lesson plans grew. I was able to implement instructional methods that would 
allow a diverse group of learners to succeed. My PowerPoint, differentiating exercises while 
making modifications, and scaffolding the material, achieved this. For my last question about my 
readiness to implement music, I gathered valued information on what motivates students to 
workout. If I were to play all the songs that I listened at a young age or what I thought would 
motivate them, I would never get full participation. I found that it is crucial to know the 
demographics and ask students what they are listening to and what they like and don’t like to 
hear. The student will be more motivated to work out and engaged in the lesson.  





 My action research project aimed to help me answer essential questions as I looked at my 
teaching philosophy. I researched student-centered learning, differentiation, and my ability to 
implement music in the classroom, specifically hip-hop. I must analyze and reflect on my 
teaching for areas of improvement to build an inclusive environment and the development of the 
whole child. I need to be aware of my strengths and weaknesses as an educator to better support 
the diverse students I will be teaching. After reviewing my literature and collecting data, I pulled 
out valuable information on how to differentiate learning and provide student-centered 
instructional choices to drive student motivation and engagement. However, I still have room for 
improvement in my lesson plans, assessments, and an environment that allows every student to 
succeed. I will next discuss the implications of this action research project and then move on to 
the limitations of how this study will impact my future teaching practice.  
 In chapter 1, I talk about who I want to be as an educator and my teaching philosophy. 
This philosophy was something that I continuously thought about throughout my year of 
teaching. Thoughts that were always in the back of my mind daily were, who do I want to be and 
how do I want my students to view me. My objective as an educator is to teach the importance of 
lifelong fitness and be lifelong learners who are eager to continue to grow. I know that students 
will be motivated to achieve their goals by providing a safe and respectful environment. Physical 
education is very different from other classrooms in the sense that everyone is observing their 
peers. As I have mentioned before, this can be achieved by creating a community of students that 
accepts each other's differences and is not catered towards only the athletes. They should be 
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taught physically and cognitively, socially, and emotionally, which would allow them to progress 
in all areas. My overarching theory is built around the whole child philosophy, specifically 
Social Cognitive and Self Determination theory, where students learn best by observing others 
and the consequences. Students should experience a gradual release of responsibility and be held 
accountable for their learning that is driven by intrinsic motivation. Another critical aspect of 
how I will conduct my class is being culturally responsive by promoting mutual respect amongst 
the diversity of the students where our cultural backgrounds are celebrated. This is important to 
understand when it comes to understanding how this affects their learning. There is not one 
single individual who learns the same as the next or across cultures. Accepting the differences 
and making modifications to help students succeed is the ultimate goal 
 In Chapter 2, I conducted a literature review where I learned more about the whole child 
philosophy and sub-themes differentiation, culturally responsive teaching, social-emotional 
learning, autonomy, scaffolding, and the effects of music on motivation and engagement. I 
discovered that through different strategies and theories, I could better meet the needs of varied 
learners. My focus was on the whole child because of personal experiences I had throughout the 
Physical Education Teaching Education program at Western Oregon University. In my self-
exploration, I became aware of being vulnerable, asking for help, and working collaboratively 
with my peers. This focus by Dr. Gay Timken helped me learn new ways that helped me learn 
rather than what I thought I knew worked because I was afraid to take a chance at something 
new. It is important to me that I help students develop lifelong skills that will help them in other 
areas of their lives, not just academics. Differentiation is an essential tool where an effective 
teacher will differentiate the content, process, and product. 
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Content occurs through differentiation of the instructional material, curriculum, and 
understanding the learning environment. The process is how the students interpret the 
information you present to them. By understanding learning preferences and readiness, you will 
be able to engage students effectively. Product is how students work through the process of 
showing you evidence of what they have learned. Culturally responsive teaching is something 
that I knew very little about. What the literature shows is that this is beneficial to every student, 
no matter his or her ethnicity. 
Furthermore, it is more than just having general knowledge or awareness of different 
cultures but understanding that different ethnic groups have contrasting values and various ways 
of expressing themselves. We have to realize that students come from different backgrounds, and 
the experiences they have outside of the classroom affect their ability to learn significantly. 
Social-emotional learning is another valuable strategy to help students manage their emotions 
within themselves and others to achieve academic success. When you teach students social and 
emotional skills, this creates an inclusive classroom that builds and promotes learning 
relationships that promote academic success and responsible citizenship. Maslow's hierarchy of 
needs is something every educator needs to be aware of to provide students with the necessities 
of life and affect a student's ability to learn. One of the more effective strategies that will be of 
great importance to our youth and developing self-determined learners is the need to provide 
autonomy. By giving students choices in the activities and how they will be assessed, they will 
be more intrinsically motivated and willing to work for their desired outcomes within reasonable 
limits. We all want to have some sense of control throughout our lives and what direction they 
will go. This is no different for students who desire the ability to make their own decisions, 
which will create more ownership and responsibility. 
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Along with autonomy, we must also scaffold instructions and material that enhance 
students' knowledge from previous lessons. As the literature says, providing students with 
optimal challenges and modifying tasks at the student's current ability and self-efficacy. This will 
stimulate and maintain their intrinsic motivation towards the chance of success in their learning. 
Lastly, music and how it affects students' motivation and engagement. I did look specifically at 
Hip-Hop and how the tempo, rhythm, and beats per minute played a role in the amount of 
vigorous activity a student would engage in. Since the beginning of time, our human movements 
have been rhythmic in nature and tempo. Music elicits a natural movement response that causes 
physiological effects when played, combating a student's conscious mind and providing a 
stimulus to their brain and their perceived exertion.  
Chapter 3 discusses my research methods and how I will conduct my research to collect 
data to help me analyze my teaching. I also explain the procedures I will take to study my 
practice and what I hope to gain from my research questions. I chose to collect data that would 
provide information about my practice, and the interventions I identified aligned with the 
research topic. I chose to collect the types of data from lesson plans, journal entries, and 
reflective conversations with my mentoring and supervising teacher, and google forms. I also 
talk about the INTASC standards and why they are essential for educators to know. These 
standards are essential because they set the foundation and assist teachers with common 
fundamental concepts on how to increase student success. The needs of students are constantly 
changing, so even the most experienced educators must find ways to improve their teaching 
through professional growth 
Chapter 4 then presented my data and saw if it helped me answer my research questions. 
In this chapter, I explain my analysis of each question and what specific piece of data I chose to 
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show evidence of my growth. I next explain how I began to analyze my data by looking for 
specific themes that emerged as they pertained to my three different research questions. After 
themes started to emerge, I then began to look for sub-themes or strategies and instructional 
choices that were student-centered and differentiated.  
As I reflect on the data that focuses on my first research question, how my instruction has 
grown to be more student-centered, I found this to be challenging to assess. However, I did learn 
some valuable tools if I ever have to teach virtually again. I learned that students were more 
likely to be engaged and have their cameras on when I would focus specifically on grouping. 
Small breakout rooms became an essential part of the class because students were active in their 
learning. This created a “can do” attitude and gave students the ability to interact with the 
content, their peers, as well as myself. For example, one of the activities that I gave the students 
was a Jigsaw activity. For this assignment, students would work in small groups, around 4 or 5, 
and present a topic that is broken down into several parts by each student. Then collectively, they 
present to the class their section. 
My second research question was focused on how my instruction has become more 
differentiated. Differentiation is an essential component of student-centered instruction. Again 
this was hard to assess because of the covid-19 pandemic and not seeing any of the students in 
person or very rarely having their cameras. Since everything was online, I learned more about 
how I could differentiate through content, process, and product. For example, one of the 
assignments that I mention in chapter 4, I gave students multiple options to choose from with 
how they wanted to show their evidence of learning. It is important to remember that students 
learn in a variety of ways. I incorporated different learning styles into my teaching by including 
kinesthetic demonstrations of exercises, videos with audio and different pictures. One thing I 
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would say if I were in person was focusing more on individuals. In virtual learning, I did a lot for 
most of the group because I could not visually see the students. I learned from the data how I 
explained critical elements of the exercise and how to position their feet and body well. 
However, I should have shown the students the incorrect way of what exercises looked like. 
Doing this research, I learned more through the literature about identifying where students are at 
based on their readiness level, learning profile, and different strategies to teach the curriculum.  
 My third research question, how can I document my readiness to use music, specifically 
hip-hop, in the classroom, was fascinating and gave me insight into what types of music students 
specifically like. I chose to use music that I grew up listening to, specifically Hip-Hop. When I 
analyzed the data, I found out that this was not true for these students or demographics. My 
student teaching was in a rural area and very blue-collar, so the song choices I made did not 
excite the student to be more active. Again, because of Covid-19, most students did not have 
their cameras on during our workouts. I did have one class that was a lot smaller in size, where I 
did get valuable feedback. 
Current and Future Implications 
 After completing this action research, I realized that I have much more to learn and will 
continue to research strategies as I continue my professional development as an educator. The 
data from this study shows that I have improved in all of the research areas over the year. The 
process of student teaching allowed me to analyze and reflect on areas where I can continue to 
grow and the areas that I am strong in. This action research has provided me with valuable 
experience in this qualitative type of research that is important for every educator.  Every school 
district sets goals to gather and analyze data to improve the success of their students and 
teachers. From this project, I have obtained skills that focus on teaching to get successful results. 
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The data analysis shows that I have grown as an educator throughout my teacher education 
program. However, I can still improve in differentiating my instruction and create better student-
centered instructions for future activities. It is important to note that because I had more than one 
data source, I could cross analyze my teaching to deepen my understanding in areas of needed 
improvement. 
Limitations  
 Focusing on information from one class within physical education completed this action 
research project. Due to Covid-19 and having to experience my student teaching entirely through 
social distance learning, I could not implement any of the teaching strategies I had learned 
throughout the MAT program. The Covid-19 pandemic also made it difficult to see my 
progression and truly obtain accurate data that would allow me to see how I have improved over 
the year. This limited my ability to develop multiple strategies and lesson plans and reflect in my 
journal entries on modifying future activities for students. These changes would have given me a 
better understanding of which teaching strategies improved student engagement and created an 
inclusive learning environment.  
 Another limitation that I faced during this action research project was balancing my 
workday schedule as a graduate student and coach for the university football team. This 
limitation forced me to find the right balance between meetings, practices, and homework. It also 
limited my ability to accurately reflect on the day's lessons because I was forced to write in my 
journal once the day had officially ended. 
 The whole child philosophy is still a relatively new approach that helps students learn to 
the best of their ability. We must continue to research how students learn and are right there to 
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help them through the process. The teacher lead instruction is no longer something that helps and 
adapts to the varied learners.  
Conclusion 
My focus for this action research project was to reflect on my teaching strategies to 
answer my research questions of differentiating instruction, providing student-centered 
instruction, and my readiness to implement music, specifically Hip-Hop. The process of this 
action research project has taught me that as I continue to develop as a professional educator, I 
will need to set goals and reflect by collecting data that will help me assess areas that need 
improvement. This year of teaching was different than I could have ever imagined. This 
experience was a year of overcoming obstacles and continuing to learn through challenging 
times. As it comes to the end of this action research project, my philosophy is deeply rooted in 
developing the whole child by understanding how students grow socially and emotionally in 
becoming lifelong learners. Building an inclusive environment that is respectful, safe, and 
welcoming will be the foundation I use to drive student success.  
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Appendix A: Student-Centered  
*Lesson plans should be submitted to your mentor teacher and supervisor prior to teaching them. You should receive feedback and approval 
to teach these.  
 
Lesson Plan   1       Teacher Candidate:  Bryce Peila                        Date of Lesson:  
 
Lesson Title/Description: Strength and Conditioning - The squat  
Lesson #       1  of  3           Time Allotted for this Lesson: 1 hour and 10 mins   
Standards: 
Standard # 3 The physically 
literate individual demonstrates 
the knowledge and skills to 
achieve and maintain a health-
enhancing level of physical 
activity and fitness  
PE.1.HS.3: 
Level 1  
Demonstrates competency of 
specialized skills in health -
related fitness activities through 
addressing 1 or more components 
of fitness. (muscular strength, 
muscular endurance, 
cardiovascular- respiratory 




My central focus is to help students acquire knowledge of 6 
absolutes and the importance of proper technique when 




Students will be able to identify and 
demonstrate 2 of the 6 absolutes (athletic 
stance, be tall) while performing the squat 
AMB squat grading rubric. 
 
 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Students will first understand the safety rules and etiquette when performing exercises in the weight room. They will work collaboratively with 
their peers and teacher to achieve comprehension of 6 absolutes. Students will be competent in motor skills and movement patterns to perform 
particular exercises. Students will also have a basic understanding of body and spatial awareness in general space.  
 
How I know the students have this: 
-check for understanding throughout entire lesson 
-Continually remind students of the 2 absolutes (Athletic stance, be tall) .  
-Think, pair, share activity at the end  
-Post test at end of lesson (exit slip)  
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
The academic language that will be used in this lesson is identify, demonstrate, and analyze.  
 
Content language: The students and teacher will use and remind each other of the 6 absolutes ( athletic stance, spread the chest, be tall, align the 
toes, align the feet, eyes on target) They will also be using the following language as well: weight room etiquette, equipment, sets, repetitions.  
 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
The teacher will remind students of the importance of the 6 points of contact. The teacher and students will also reinforce the significance of 
referencing safety, proper form, body position, and exercises or lifts.  
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections that will be made during the 
lesson: 
The main focus that I have for students is to build a connection to lifelong fitness and how it helps them beyond the lessons intent. It is important 
to understand what they enjoy and build from that. The squat is something we do on a daily basis and is one of the most important exercises in 
living a non-sedentary life. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, 
etc.)  
 
I will do this by differentiating  my instructions and making sure that everyone knows what they are doing. Checking for understanding will be 
important when trying to achieve this. I will also make modifications to exercises/lifts to adapt to students' specific needs. Students who are 
English language learners, IEP’s, 504’s, and have disabilities or injuries will be able to access these modifications on a daily basis. These 
modifications will encompass differentiation of exercises, alternative workouts, use of native language, and grouping based on developmental 
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level.  
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? 
 
In this lesson I will display the workout on the Tv and Ipads that are available at each station. I will also use a speaker to connect my phone for 
music to motivate students based on studies that show music has higher than expected levels of productivity. I will also use my computer to 
project the objective/learning target and one essential question.  
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  
Before the class begins I will start by making sure the equipment and benches are sanitized and cleaned for hygiene purposes. the equipment I 
will be using in today's lesson is squat racks, barbells, weight plates, dumbbells, ladders, and weight belts, leg press machine, benches  
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll observe and check with 
students to be sure they are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that you’ll  







- start by taking attendance 
-  
 
Introduction: “good morning students today we will be learning how to 
identify, demonstrate and analyze the 2 of the 6 absolutes when 
performing lower body exercises or lifts. It is important that we start 
with a proper warm to get our bodies blood flow. A good warm up 
ensures that our bodies are effectively ready to maximize our potential 





 After completing the ladder drills the teacher will say the following : 
 
“Thank you for giving effort and having a great attitude during our 
warm up, we will now head into the weight room for our pre-test and 
ladder drills   
Motivation/Hook: 
 
We will begin our lesson in the gym where we will go 
through a dynamic warm up before entering the weight 
room.  
The dynamic warm up will be 20 yards down and back  
 
The dynamic warm up is ten minutes and will include the 
following sequence:  
 
-heel walks  
-toe walks 
-knee to chest  
- walking quad stretch  
-straight leg march  
-hamstring stretch  
-lunges with rotation  
-lateral lunge  
-spiderman lunge  
- walking hip rotations  
- bounds for length  
- bounds for height  
-inch worm  
- side shuffles left and right  
-carioca 
-high knee carioca  
- A skips 
- B skips  
- C skips 
- 50% sprints down and back  
- 60% sprints  
-70% sprints  
7 - 10 
min 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
“thank you for completing the pre-test, we will now be doing ladder 
drills before we begin our workout for the day” 
 
- connect phone to bluetooth speaker for music  
- connect computer to projector  
- Display workout on the tv’s and Ipad’s  
 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
Ladder drills for 7-10 mins  
 
 
The following ladder drills will include: 
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-single leg in each square  
-two feet in each square  
-two feet hops in each square  
-single leg hops in each square  
-two feet in and out hops in each square  
-type writers on the side  
-cross over typewriters 
-single leg lateral hops 
-single leg jab step both left and right  
-Icky shuffle  
-in and outs  
35 min  Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 




“Now that we have completed the warm up and ladder drills we will 
now begin our strength training for the day. We will have 3 groups 
doing squats in the racks, and the other 3 groups doing auxiliary lifts. I 
want to remind you about some safety while in the weight room. There 
will be no horseplay or running while inside the weight room. When you 
are working out in your groups,  you should be verbally talking about 
the 2 absolutes and respectfully reminding your classmates when 
performing exercises. I will be observing to make sure you are doing 






Through the exercise portion the teacher must doing the following:  
 
-observe proper safety and form of students  
-provide constructive feedback and reminders of 2 absolutes  
-Remind students of putting back equipment and clean up 
-make sure students are staying on task 





Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
 group #’s 1 through 3 will be working on the squat in the 
racks. 
 
3 sets of repetitions 15-12-10  
 
 
group #’s 4 through 6 will be performing the following 
auxiliary exercise.  
 
 
group 4 will be doing Dumbell lunges  
 
- 3 sets of repetitions 15-12-10  
 
 
group 5 will be doing Dumbbell rows  
 
- 3 sets of repetitions 15-10-12  
-  
 
group 6 will be doing standing calf raises  
 
- 3 sets of reptions 15-12-10  
 
 
After groups have completed their auxiliary exercises they 
will rotate to the next exercise. Once they completed all of 
their auxiliary lifts they will rotate to the squat racks and 
vice versa. 
5 - 7 
min  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
“Now that we have finished our workout we are going to end with a 
conditioning tree. We are going to a conditioning circuit that involves 
push-ups and sits ups. You are going to start by doing 8 push-ups and 
then turn over and do 8 sit ups. Then do 7 push-ups and 7 sit ups. You 
are going to do this until you reach 0. you are going to complete 36 
push-ups and 36 sit-ups all together. This is going to give us a good 
baseline and as we progress developmentally we will increase the 






Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 







Push-ups can be done on knees and against the wall 
 
advance modification: legs elevated on bench  
 
Sit-ups can be done with a variety of levels.  
 
Lower level: getting shoulder blades off the ground, 
leg/knee raises  
 





While the students are stretching they will be talking within their 
groups: think-pair-share. students will talk about what they did 
individually.  
 
The teacher will have them discuss, “what is one thing they thought they 
Closure: 
 
Students are stretching within their groups: 
 
20 seconds per stretch 
 
the stretches will include the following: 
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After students are done stretching and talking with their groups they will 




-seated straight leg 
-lower back   
-hamstring   
-glute  
-seated external rotation  
-quad   
-calf  
-hip flexor  
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected during/as a result of this lesson: I provided 
students with a pre-test to see where their funds of knowledge were initially at. At the end of the lesson students were able to talk within their 
groups ( think-pair-share) to reflect on where they were at developmentally. I then provided students with a post-test to check for comprehension 
of the material they learned. I will observe to make sure students are demonstrating 2 of the 6 absolutes when performing exercise.  
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:  
 
The theoretical approach I took is from a program called Bigger, Stronger, Faster  that was developed by Greg Shepard, who has over 30 years of 
experience in strength training. I acquired their 6 absolutes that have been effective in developing high school students for many years. The plan 
I specifically used is called periodization which increases reps at a given weight before increasing the weight. Beginners will find this type of 
progression most appropriate. 
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Appendix B: Differentiation  
*Lesson plans should be submitted to your mentor teacher and supervisor prior to teaching them. You should 
receive feedback and approval to teach these.  
 
Lesson Plan         Teacher Candidate:  Bryce Peila                        Date of Lesson:11/5/2020 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Strength and Conditioning - Target Heart Rate Zone  
Lesson #      1         Time Allotted for this Lesson: Approximately 35 mins   
Standards: 
Standard # 3 The 
physically literate 
individual demonstrates 
the knowledge and skills 
to achieve and maintain a 
health-enhancing level of 
physical activity and 
fitness  
PE.1.HS.3: 
Level 1  
Demonstrates competency 
of specialized skills in 
health -related fitness 
activities through 
addressing 1 or more 





body composition, and 
flexibility) 
Standard # 4 The 
physically literate 
individual exhibits 
responsible personal and 
social behavior that 
respects self and others. 
Central Focus: 
 
My central focus is to help students acquire the  
knowledge of how to calculate their  maximum 
heart rate and target heart rate zone in order to 




Students will be able to analyze 
their target heart rate zone during 
activity (THZ)  
 
Students will demonstrate their 
knowledge of how to find their 
pulse during physical activity  
 
 
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Students will first understand the safety rules and etiquette when performing exercises in the weight room/general 
space in their houses. Students will be competent in motor skills and movement patterns to perform particular 
exercises. Students will also have a basic understanding of body and spatial awareness in general space. They will 
understand why it is important to know their target heart rate zone for future fitness.  
 
How I know the students have this: 
-check for understanding throughout entire lesson 
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-Continually remind students to check their heart rate throughout the workout (beginning, middle, end)  
- Post test at end of lesson ( exit slip)  
Academic language that will be used in lesson: 
 
Jumping Jacks - from a standing position with legs together and arms at the sides, jump to a position with the legs 
apart and the arms over the head 
 
wall sit - sit with your back against a wall with your feet shoulder-width apart and a little ways out from the wall. 
Then, keeping your back against the wall, lower their hips until your knees are at 90 degrees  
 
Push-ups - start by placing your hands shoulder width apart, straight your legs directly behind you, then lower your 
body by bending your elbows at 90 degrees with your eyes up until your chest touches the floor, push yourself back 
up by extending your elbows 
 
 
Ab Crunches - Lie down on the floor on your back and bend your knees, placing your hands behind your head or 
across your chest, pull your belly button towards your spine and bring your shoulder blades about 2 inches off the 
floor. Imagine you are holding a tennis ball under your chin 
 
Chair step up - Keeping your chest up and shoulders back, push your body up with your left leg until it's straight 
and bring your right foot to rest on the chair.. Pause, and then lower your body back to the starting position under 
control. Perform equal reps on both legs 
 
Squat  -Stand with feet shoulder-width apart, toes pointed out. Send hips back to squat down until thighs are at least 
parallel or 90 degrees to the floor while keeping your chest lifted. Stand back up to start and repeat 
 
Tricep dips -  hold your entire body weight up with your arms extended and feet flat the floor, Lower your body 
until your elbows reach a 90-degree angle before returning to the starting position 
 
plank- Plant hands directly under shoulders (slightly wider than shoulder width) like you're about to do a push-up, 
Ground toes into the floor and squeeze glutes to stabilize your body, Neutralize your neck and spine by looking at a 
spot on the floor about a foot beyond your hands. 
 
high knees - Stand with your feet hip-width apart. Lift up your left knee to your chest, Switch to lift your right knee 
to your chest. Continue the movement, alternating legs and moving at a sprinting or running pace. 
 
Lunges - Start by standing up tall, Step forward with one foot until your leg reaches a 90-degree angle, Lift your 
front lunging leg to return to the starting position. place hands on hips for balance  
 
Push up rotations - as you get to the top of the push up, shift your weight onto your left hand and lift your right 
arm up, rotating through the spine and shoulders into a side plank position with your arms. Place your right hand 
back on the floor under your right shoulder, then lower into your next push-up.   
 
side plank - start on your side with your feet together and one forearm directly below your shoulder. Contract your 
core and raise your hips until your body is in a straight line from head to feet. Hold the position without letting your 
hips drop 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: 
The teacher will remind students of the importance of knowing their target heart rate zone when being physically 
active and how  The teacher and students will also reinforce the significance of referencing safety, proper form, 
body position, and exercises or lifts.  
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Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary connections that 
will be made during the lesson: 
The main focus that I have for students is to build a connection to lifelong fitness and how it helps them beyond the 
lessons intent. It is important to understand what they enjoy and how knowing your target heart rate zone is 
important. As the semester goes on they will be able to see how their strength and cardiovascular systems have 
improved.  
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, students 
without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)  
 
I will do this by differentiating  my instructions and making sure that everyone knows what they are doing. 
Checking for understanding will be important when trying to achieve this. I will also make modifications to 
exercises/lifts to adapt to students' specific needs. Students who are English language learners, IEP’s, 504’s, and 
have disabilities or injuries will be able to access these modifications on a daily basis. These modifications will 
encompass differentiation of exercises, alternative workouts, use of native language, and grouping based on 
developmental level.  
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? 
 
In this lesson I will display the workout throughout the laptop where I will be doing a screenshare. The workout will 
have video demonstrations with visuals through Youtube. I will also use my phone for music to motivate students 
based on studies that show music has higher than expected levels of productivity. I will also use my computer to 
project the objective/learning target and one essential question.  
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  
The equipment I will be using in this lesson is very limited because all of the exercises are body eight activities. We 
will be using household items such as books, water jugs , couch cushion, benches, chairs, backpacks, etc. We will 
also use images and a website to show a table of THZ for different ages.  
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll observe and 
check with students to be sure they are engaged in the 
learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 








- start by taking attendance 
- check in with students 
- quick review from last class  
 
Introduction: “Good morning students, we are first going 
to check in and see how everyone is doing. Then we will 
move on to a review of what we learned last class about 
the fitness component then move into today's lesson about 
how to calculate your target heart rate zone followed by 
our workout.  
 
Teacher will ask question about fitness components 
 
-If students can't answer or remember the teacher will 
provide a multiple choice questions 
 
 
 Today we will be learning how to analyze our target 
heart rate zone when being physically active. We will also 
learn how to check our pulse during activity to make sure 







Students will be actively listening 
 
Students will take notes if they forgot to write 
anything do from last lesson  
 
Students will either talk or respond through 
the chat box  
 
  




Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 




The teacher will say before we begin can anyone tell me 
why it is important to know our target heart rate zone and 
why we should keep our heart rate up?  
 
 
Now the teacher will go over the documents on canvas 
website about the target heart rate zone. 
 
The teacher will look specifically at how exercise benefits 
the heart from heart.org  
 
 
Then the teacher will have students find their resting heart 
rate , while explaining how many beats per minute are 
considered normal 
-60-100 beats per min 
 
The teacher will go over why having a lower resting heart 
rate is important 
 
Sign that heart is working well 
 
- decrease in blood pressure, body weight  
 
 
the teacher will then look at how to calculate target heart 








 Teacher will talk about heart rate and Intensity levels,  
why that is important to achieve optimal health  
 
too high- lower the intensity, more breaks 
too low - increase intensity  
 
 
Maximum heart rate is 220 - your age  
 
example for me 220- 30 = 190 Maximum heart rate  
 
If I want to be working at a 60% - 85% I would now 
times my maximum heart rate by .60 and .85 to get my 
target heart rate zone  
 




Students will be actively listening  
 








Students will take their pulse for 6 seconds 
and then add a 0 to the end of that number  
 
 
Students will type in their resting heart rate in 













Students will type in the chat what their 












Students will be doing this with their phone or 
calculator and write it down for later  
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The teacher will share their target heart rate zone  
 
= 114 - 161  
 
This is the range I should be working at in order to 
improve my cardiorespiratory endurance  
15 
min  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: 
 
The teacher will say: 
 
Thank you for providing thoughtful answers and being 
interactive throughout our lesson about the target heart 
rate zone. I am going to give you 3 minutes to grab some 
water and get ready for our workout for the day  
 
 
The teacher will begin by pulling up the 7 min workout 
through youtube.  
 
 
After, the teacher will begin playing music and start the 
video. 
 
The workout will be done in the following sequence: the 
teacher will also make sure to remind students of the 
critical elements or teaching cues for each exercise  
 
-jumping jack 
-wall sit  
-pushups  
-ab crunches  
-chair step up  
- squat  
-tricep dips  
- plank  
- high knees  
- lunges  
- push up rotations  
- side plank 














students will be actively engaged in the 




Students will be instructed with the following 
modifications 
 
jumping jacks : step - step arm - arm  
 
wall sit - do not slide down the wall too far  
 
push ups - can be done against the wall or on 
your knees 
 
advance modification: legs elevated on bench  
 
ab crunches  can be done with a variety of 
levels.  
 
Lower level: getting shoulder blades off the 
ground, leg/knee raises  
 
advanced level: V- ups, toe touches, scissor 
kicks 
 
chair step up: reverse lunge with jump  
 
squat: go against a wall and slide down  
 
tricep dips:  move feet closer for less 
intensity and further away for higher intensity  
 
plank: rest on your forearms and elbows and 
press them together to create resistance  
 
high knees: march in place  
 
lunges:  shorten stride length and only go one 
fourth of the way down  
 
push up rotations: regular pushups or against 
a wall/ on knees  
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side plank: instead of extending your legs 
straight, drop your knees to the ground and 





 after the students have completed the workout they will 
be instructed to answer the questions I have provided for 
them  
 
We will also review the formula one again  
 
220 - your age  
 




Students will respond either by talking or in 
the chat.  
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected during/as a 
result of this lesson:  
I provided students with a review period with the class where we will talk about the fitness components.  At the end 
of the lesson students were able to draw connections from the material learned during our workout. I then provided 
students with an exit slip to check for comprehension of the material they learned. I will observe to make sure 
students are demonstrating exercise safely and effectively while providing constructive feedback  
 
 
The three questions that they will answer through canvas are as followed: 
 
1. What is your Maximum Heart Rate( 220- age)?  
2. What is your Target Heart Rate Zone (60-85% of MHR)? 
3. Why is it important that you get your Heart Rate Up? 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:  
 
one thing I did throughout my lesson was make sure to scaffold my material from previous lessons at the beginning. 
I also made sure to scaffold today’s material throughout the lesson and during the workout portion to deepen their 
understanding. I supported all of my students by providing  modifications to the exercises so that every student felt 
competent. Students are often without resources to be physically active. By giving them at home workouts that they 
are able to do with no equipment they now have tools to workout without the limitation of not having a gym 
membership or equipment  
	
